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ILLINOIS: Emanuel Jumatate, from Chicago, hugs his new Xbox One after he purchased it at a Best Buy on Friday in Evanston. Nikolai Vacca, left, explains Xbox One accessories to customers at a Best Buy store in
Evanston. — AP photos

LOS ANGELES: Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates
donned a cool leather jacket when he first
introduced the Xbox onstage in 2000. More
than a decade later, the video game console is
still the hippest brand in Microsoft’s portfolio.
But as the company began selling its first new
Xbox in eight years on Friday, some critics say
Microsoft should spin the gaming unit off.
They argue that Xbox distracts management
from the company’s fast-growing cloud com-
puting business and its effort to catch up to
rivals in tablet and smartphone sales. Here are
Xbox’s pros and cons:

PRO: It is profitable in the long term: The
Xbox business has been profitable for the past
few years, according to Yusuf Mehdi,
Microsoft’s vice president of strategy. Mehdi
says the company sees the gaming industry
growing from an annual $66 billion to $78 bil-
lion in 2017. 

And Microsoft hopes to broaden the Xbox’s
appeal with features that make it more of an
entertainment hub.

CON: It will be a short-term profit drag:
Nomura analyst Rick Sherlund estimates that
the Xbox platform will lose at least $1 billion
for Microsoft in 2014 and may not be prof-
itable for another year or so after that. He says
a spinoff, even to existing shareholders, would
immediately boost Microsoft’s profits and
stock price. And the timing is right. The com-
pany is expected to name a new CEO to
replace Steve Ballmer soon and is re-examin-
ing its future. “I can understand the emotional
attachment people have to Microsoft owning
Xbox,” he says. “But if you’re trying to bring in
new management here and have a course cor-
rection, I think this is one of the places you’ve
got to take a look at and reassess.”

PRO: Its audience is huge: The Xbox Live
online gaming and entertainment service has
some 48 million members worldwide, many of
whom pay $5 a month. More than 80 million
Xbox 360s have been sold worldwide, provid-
ing a user base for Microsoft to sell things like
music subscriptions, video rentals, more

games and the new Xbox One. The platform is
also a window into Microsoft services such as
Bing search, Skype Internet calls and SkyDrive
cloud storage.

CON: But it’s not as big as Windows: More
than a billion people worldwide use Windows
personal computers, and focusing efforts on
polishing Windows 8.1 could have a bigger
payoff.

PRO: It’s a popular brand: “There are not a
lot of products that Microsoft makes that peo-
ple are pumped and excited about. Xbox is
one of them,” says Mike Hickey, a games
industry analyst with The Benchmark Co. “To
punt that would be a mistake.”

CON: It’s slightly off-brand: Microsoft prides
itself on making software and products that
help people to be more productive. But
Ballmer, at his final shareholders meeting as
CEO on Tuesday, acknowledged the common
sentiment that video games can suck up huge

amounts of time. “I’m sure we’ll lose my 14-year-
old for the better part of the next weekend,” he
said referring to the Xbox One’s launch.

PRO: It’s a source of innovation: If Microsoft
hadn’t entered the hardware business, it might
not have been able to build the Surface tablet
on its own, says Dean Takahashi, author of
“Opening the Xbox” and “Xbox 360 Uncloaked.”
The company has also developed gesture- and
voice-recognition technology with its Kinect
sensor for Xbox. “They developed some very
useful skills in moving into this business,”
Takahashi says.

CON: Innovation has been costly: Microsoft
took a $1 billion charge in 2007 on Xbox hard-
ware defects and a $900 million charge on
unsold Surface inventory this year. And it’s not
clear whether the company’s new user-inter-
face technologies are as advanced as they need
to be to make money. As several reviewers have
noted, Kinect’s voice-recognition ability is hit
and miss.

PRO: It positions Microsoft in the living
room: Microsoft ’s Xbox 360 and Sony’s
PlayStation 3 each sold more than 80 million
units globally. Pulling even with the game
console leader was a key strategic win for
Microsoft because it prevented Sony from tak-
ing over the living room. The strategy was
intended “to create a halo effect for other
Microsoft consumer devices,” according to
Evercore analyst Kirk Materne.

CON: But the world’s gone mobile: By pour-
ing time and energy into a home-bound con-
sole, Microsoft largely missed the mobile
devices revolution. IHS predicts Microsoft’s
Windows platform will be the operating system
in just 6.5 percent of tablets and 3.9 percent of
smartphones shipped worldwide this year.
Together those devices will account for 1.2 bil-
lion unit shipments. Sherlund says dominating
the living room “was a good idea 10 years ago.”
“Apple and Google did an end run around you
with smartphones and tablets,” he says. “You
had your eye on the wrong ball.”—AP
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Review

Top games for Microsoft’s new Xbox One
NEW YORK: Gadget junkies love a new
machine. The Xbox One is fun to mess around
with, whether you’re experimenting with the
voice and motion controls of its Kinect cam-
era or using such apps as YouTube and Netflix
to feed Internet video to your big-screen TV.

But most early buyers will want to know what
games they can play. The Xbox One launches
with 22 games you can buy online and down-
load. You can also buy 18 of them - the good
ones - the old-fashioned way, on disc. The
Xbox One itself  went on sale in Nor th

America and Europe on Friday for $500.
The standouts are high-definition versions

of games that have already been available on
Microsoft’s previous console, the Xbox 360.
They include Ubisoft’s “Assassin’s Creed IV:
Black Flag,” Activision’s “Call of Duty: Ghosts,”

Electronic Arts’ “Need for Speed Rivals” and 2K
Sports’ “NBA 2K14.” All of those are also avail-
able on Sony’s competing new console, the
PlayStation 4.

There are a few Xbox One exclusives:

“Forza Motorsport 5” ($60) is
the system’s visual showstopper,
from the chrome of an exotic
Ferrari to the vistas of Australia’s
iconic Mount Panorama race-
track. Its most intriguing innova-
tion is Drivatar, which creates
digital doppelgangers based on
the driving tendencies of each
human player. The result: Even
when you’re competing against
computer-controlled cars, it
feels like you’re racing against
other people. It’s exhilarating.

“Dead Rising 3” ($60)
doesn’t deviate much from
previous entries in Capcom’s
zombie-survival franchise,
but it makes up for its lack of
originality with sheer scale.
Instead of sending a dozen
or so zombies your way,
“Dead Rising 3” fills the
screen with hundreds of
them. And each one seems
as though it has a different
way of getting to your tasty
brains.

“Zoo Tycoon” ($60) is much
more family-friendly. The goal
of this easygoing simulation
game is to build an animal
sanctuary. It doesn’t get so
bogged down in business
details that kids won’t enjoy it.
Besides, they’ll be too busy
using the Kinect to interact
with the gorgeous tigers, ele-
phants, giraffes and other crit-
ters that populate this virtual
Eden. The four download-only
titles in the online Xbox store
are a mixed bag. 

“Killer Instinct” is a solid
one-on-one brawler that’s
free to play, but if you want
to expand your roster of
fighters, they cost $5 each.

“Powerstar Golf” ($20) is a
lighthearted trip around
the links. It’s cute and chal-
lenging, but doesn’t put
much strain on the Xbox
One’s high-powered graph-
ics chips.

LocoCycle” ($20) combines
clunky, repetitive vehicular
combat with a story that’s
supposed to be campy but
comes off as racist, particu-
larly against its hapless
Hispanic protagonist. I con-
sider it the worst game I’ve
seen on any game system
this year, and I’ve played
more than 100.

“Ryse: Son of Rome” ($60) is
a classic sword-and-sandals
epic about a soldier named
Marius Titus who seeks
vengeance against those
who killed his family. It has a
lovely cinematic sweep, but
may end up being best
remembered for its copious
bloodshed, as Titus finds
ever more dramatic ways to
eviscerate his opponents.

“Crimson Dragon” ($20) briefly promises the thrill of flying your
own winged beast, but the flight paths are so tightly controlled that
it never takes off. — AP

WASHINGTON: When Georgia Benjamin
goes holiday shopping this year, her smart-
phone will be her guide, pointing her to
the items she is seeking and the best deals.
A transplanted Londoner working in New
York as a fashion design intern, Benjamin
said she has been using Snapette, a mobile
app that allows her to find items in nearby
retail stores. “There are things on the app
that I might not see otherwise,” she said. “If
I’m looking for a pair of sunglasses, I will
type in the brand name, and it will show
me what is nearby. And it will alert me if a
store nearby has a promotion.”

In the past, Benjamin told AFP, she
would “trudge from store to store on
Oxford Street” in London, or “go through
website after website” to search for holiday
gifts. As the holiday shopping season
opens, shoppers will be armed with smart-
phones and an array of apps. Some will
compare prices, offer gift suggestions, pro-
vide price alerts and more. Snapette says
nearly two million people have down-
loaded the app for iPhones or Android
handsets to fill a need for people who
want to use online tools but shop in local
stores.

“Over 85 percent of retail sales is hap-
pening in stores but there wasn’t a great
way to search for or discover products
nearby,” said Sarah Paiji, co-founder and
president of Snapette. “We want to enable
that shopper to shop in the real world as
well as online.” Snapette, which was
acquired this year by online commerce site
PriceGrabber, has data from some 270 US
retailers and can direct a consumer to an
in-store product, but also allows them to

buy online directly from the app.
Scores of other smartphone apps also

can be used by on-the-go shoppers.
Amazon has one allowing a price check
with the online retailer. Others can deliver
digital coupons. One called RedLaser will
scan a bar code and tell a shopper if the
product is less expensive somewhere else.
Smoopa will similarly tell a consumer if the
store price is a bargain. Zoomingo helps
find sales in local retail stores and allows
consumers to share ideas. ShopSavvy, a
mobile shopping assistant that is one of
the first apps developed for Android
phones four years ago, has had some 40
million downloads and has data from
40,000 retailers in Austria, Britain,

Germany, Japan and the United States.
“It gives the retailer a new way to com-

municate with the customer,” co-founder
and chief executive John Boyd told AFP. “I
think it helps people buy products and to
some extent it drives new sales. People are
really well-armed with ShopSavvy. If there
is a big price discrepancy, they have a local
price check. We also let them know if they
find a better price online.” ShopSavvy,
which is available for iPhones and
Windows Phone as well as Android, also
provides reviews and product details, and
helps people organize shopping lists.

It partners with a wide range of retail
stores, including grocery, apparel and
home improvement, but Boyd called it a “a

neutral aggregator.”The growing app use
comes with retailers struggling to keep
pace with surging online shopping. An
NPD survey found 75 percent of smart-
phone users will use the device as part of
their holiday shopping, with many helped
by in-store apps from retailers like Target
or Macy’s, as well as external ones like
Snapette. The National Retail Federation
said it expects 97 million people to shop
on Black Friday, the traditional start of the
holiday shopping season after
Thanksgiving Day. 

That will kick off a holiday season
expected to see some $600 billion in sales,
including $80 billion online. But the lines
between online and offline shopping are
blurring: consumers may research a prod-
uct online and then buy it in a store, or
view something in a store and then buy
from a mobile device. “We want to be a
comprehensive, one-stop shop where you
can browse products online as well as
nearby,” said Paiji. In recent years, con-
sumers have been driven to a practice
known as “showrooming,” or visiting a
store to see a product, then purchasing it
online at a lower price.

But Paiji said apps like Snapette “are
the reverse of showrooming” because
they encourage people to buy products
in stores. Boyd said apps like ShopSavvy
show that online buying is not always
the best deal, especially considering
shipping costs and new rules requiring
many e-commerce sites to collect sales
taxes. “I think the playing field is more
equal,” he said. “This is an opportunity for
retailers.” — AFP

Web inventor: Surveillance 

threatens democracy

LONDON: The scientist credited with inventing the World Wide Web
spoke out Friday  against what he called a “growing tide of surveil-
lance and censorship,” warning that it is threatening the  future of
democracy. Tim Berners-Lee, who launched the Web in 1990, made
the remarks as he released his World Wide Web Foundation’s annual
report tracking the Web’s impact and global censorship. The index
ranked Sweden first in Web access, openness and freedom, followed
by Norway, the UK and the United States.

“One of the most encouraging findings of this year’s Web Index is
how the Web and social media are increasingly spurring people to
organize, take action and try to expose wrongdoing in every region
of the world,” said Berners-Lee, 58. “But some governments are
threatened by this, and a growing tide of surveillance and censor-
ship now threatens the future of democracy,” he said, adding that
steps need to be taken to protect privacy rights and ensure users
can continue to gather and speak out freely online.

The warning from Berners-Lees is the latest in a global debate
about surveillance and privacy, sparked by the release of classified
documents leaked by former National Security Agency analyst
Edward Snowden that showed the extent of government spying on
people’s online lives. While the leaks focused on the work of the
NSA, scrutiny has since spread to other Western intelligence agen-
cies. Friday’s report said online spying and blocking are on the rise
around the world, and politically sensitive Web content is blocked in
almost one in three countries. Despite their high overall rankings,
the US and Britain both received mediocre scores for safeguarding
users’ privacy.

Mexico was the highest ranking emerging economy at 30th.
Russia came in 41st, China was at 57th, and Mali, Ethiopia and
Yemen were at the bottom of the list. Rich countries did not neces-
sarily do better than poorer ones - Estonia, for example, ranked
higher than Switzerland, while Qatar and Saudi Arabia performed
far worse than their income ranking would suggest. Many of the 81
countries surveyed have failed to use the Web to properly dissemi-
nate basic information on health and education, and the majority
of governments hide important data such as information about
land ownership and company registration, the report said. About
39 percent of the global population was online in 2013 - more than
double from 2005, which recorded 16 percent. In Africa, fewer than
one in five people are using the Internet, with many saying they
cannot afford it.— AP

Smartphone shoppers 

see app-y holiday season

A passerby uses her smartphone. — AFP


